Gallery Show - Personal Display
Your job is to create a design which will fit in an approximately 36” x 60” space that shows who you are
and will showcase your work as a designer. Your design should show CONTRAST, TENSION, and
HIERARCHY. It must contain imagery from your four design pieces created in digital media, art, and
design this year. How you choose to crop, scale, and organize [or duplicate?] the four pieces will be up
to you. You must have all four pieces represented in some capacity.
You may have [but are not required] one additional element of your choosing to add to your design that
represents something about you. This can be a random object (3D?) or another art piece that will be
hung or organized with your design work.
Simple (solid color shapes and lines) graphic elements may also be added, but are not required, to
enhance your design. DMAD 3 may use letters or numbers as added graphic elements and DMAD 4 may
use words as their graphic elements.
The following is a list of required display elements for the separate classes.
DMAD 2 – Contrast Project, Travel Poster, Emoji, and Art Deco Poster
DMAD 3 – Typography Project, Graphic Self Portrait, Emoji, and Art Deco Poster element
DMAD 4 – Timeline Project, Graphic Self Portrait, Emoji, and Art Deco Poster
Mr. McCray can print out one 18”x24” image for your display, and two 11”x 17” images. Students will be
responsible for the rest. You may consider reproducing a project or graphic elements in paint on the wall
if applicable.

Things to Remember
Most often, less is more! You can make a very strong graphic statement with minimal information.
Your work will be displayed among the other students in the class. How will it be unique and stand out
from the rest?

Let’s get started! – In Photoshop, Create a mock-up on an 8.5 x 11” document of what your display
will look like on the wall. Present to Mr. McCray for a grade.

